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Landscape Stone (Natural Stone)
Thinking about buying Landscape Stone? It’s so easy! We have a selection of stone that has been shipped
from all over the country. Just drive in with your vehicle, pick out the stone you want and we will be glad to load
it for you. Can’t carry it yourself? We offer delivery service with a loader and can place it where you want it on
your property.
We carry a large variety of Natural Landscape Stone. See our website for pictures. Availability and types vary
daily depending on what is ordered and sold. (Not all items are in stock, depends on availability).
As the name implies, Natural Landscape Stone are natural products. Therefore, each piece is unique. Pictures
are intended to give you the general idea of what each type looks like, but we recommend you stop in for a visit
to get a clear idea of what is available.

For large quantities, or large size boulders that require delivery:
1st: Pick out your rock. We will weigh it and let you know how much it is. Then you say “yay or nay”.
2nd: If ‘Yay’, we put it in our sold section and write up a delivery order.
3rd: Our staff will call you to set up an approximate delivery time and find out where you would like to place
your stone.
4th: We will then deliver your products.

Some things to think about for delivery of Natural Stone:
The machine that takes the product off of the truck or trailer needs a minimum width of 7 feet and a minimum
height clearance of 8 feet. That means it won’t fit through a garden gate, among other things.
The machine is heavy and the product is heavy. If you care to have the product delivered onto your driveway
or lawn, then our machine will leave tire marks on concrete, blacktop and lawn areas. There will be slight
damaging marks that we cannot and will not be held liable for.
Minimize lawn marks by
1. Not watering your lawn for a few days before delivery
2. Not having loose soil in the path of the machine
Please mark sprinkler heads
Please have area ready; move anything that needs to be moved, etc.
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How to purchase Natural Stone for pickup at our yard…
1. Park your vehicle in our yard
2. Pick out your rocks
3. Place them into our wheel barrow or stone cart
4. Ask for assistance to get them weighed
5. We will weigh them on our electronic scale
6. After a weight is established, then we will call the weight in to our office
7. A sales ticket will be written up with the total price
8. Once the stone is paid for, then our staff will gladly help load it in to your vehicle
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